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+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
|   The controller of IBM PC compatible keyboard and mouse for any type of   | 
|                      ZX Spectrum compatible computer.                      | 
|                               User's manual.                               | 
|                                    V 2.5                                   | 
|             Scorpion company & D.K. ( St.Petersburg - 1995,96 )            | 
+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
 
 
    1.What is it 
   ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 
   The controller allows you  attach IBM PC compatible  keyboard ( XT and AT ) 
and mouse  ( Miscrosoft or passive one )  to Scorpion ZS-256 ( or to any other 
ZX Spectrum compatible computer ). Keyboard  layout is XT/AT: latin QWERTY and 
russian ??????. Internal driver has  russian keyboard layout support for  some 
famous and most used text editors: Tasword, TLW2, ZX-WORD, IS-DOS ( layout can 
be changed in any time by pressing functional keys ). The controller recognize 
keyboard type automatically ( XT/AT ). Attached mouse will be used as Kempston 
mouse. This  allow you to use mouse  in any software where is support for such 
interface. The controller recognize mouse type automatically as well. Also you 
can  use  mouse  as  KEMPSTON, CURSOR, SINCLAIR, INTERFACE-II  joysticks  with 
autofire function and ability to use one of mouse button as Magic button. 
   There are PAUSE mode available which allows you temporary freeze machine in 
current state ( WAIT ). You can  reset by pressing the CTRL+ATL+DEL keys.  The 
controller board has been made as  PCB of 120x68 mm sizes. Highest  used power 
is not more than 400 mA. 
 
 
    2.Controller installation 
   ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 
+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
| passive mouse                                                   PC mouse    | 
| o------o     +-------------+        +------------------------+  o------o    | 
| |  X6  |     ]     IC      |        |    +-------------+     |  |  X2  |    | 
| o------o     +-------------+        |    |      IC     [     [  o------o    | 
|  1                                  |    +-------------+     |              | 
| o------o     +-------------+        +------------------------+      +-----+ | 
| |  X5  |     ]     IC      |                                        |     | | 
| o------o     +-------------+                                        |     | | 
|  1  to ZX keyboard                                                  +-----+ | 
|       +==+        +--------+                                                | 
| +==+  |  |        ]   IC   |         +-----------------------------+   o----+ 
| |  |  |  |        +--------+         |         +----------------+  |   |    | 
| |  |  |IC|                           ]         ]       IC       |  |   | X1 | 
| |IC|  |  |    +--------------+       |         +----------------+  |   |    | 
| |  |  |  |    ]      IC      |       +-----------------------------+   o----+ 
| |  |  +--+    +--------------+                                              | 
| +--+                                                                        | 
|                                                                             | 
| PC keyboard and mouse controller for ZS-Scorpion 256                        | 
+-------------+-------------------------------------------------+-------------+ 
              |                                                 | 
              |            X3 (top) / X4 (bottom)               | 
              |1                                              30| 
              +-------------------------------------------------+ 
 
 
 Controller has 5 connectors: 
 
- X1 - standard 5-pin DIN for PC keyboard. See table 2; 



- X2 - 10-pin connector for Microsoft mouse. See table 3; 
- X3/X4 - 60-pin  system connector for installation controller board into edge 
  connector of Scorpion ZS-256. See table 1; 
- X5 - 10-pin connector to  be  attached  to  lines  of  standard  ZX Spectrum 
  keyboard and to Magic line of edge connector of computer. See table 4; 
- X6 - 10-pin connector for passive mouse. See table 5; 
 
 To connect controller board to ZS-Scorpion board you have to: 
 
- connect one-to-one system connectors X3/X4 of controller and main ZS-Scorpion 
  board (table 1), taking in account that controller connector  turned  to  180 
  gr. against ZS-Scorpion's  connector  (top and bottom  sides  are  equal  but 
  contacts  numbering  are  opposite). X3  is top side (ICs), X4 is bottom side 
  (soldering). In case you're using cut of ribbon cable - make sure that  wires 
  aren't longer than 50mm. The best choise is special Slot Expander by Scorpion 
  which allows you to have 3 different devices attached  to ZS-Scorpion at  the 
  same time. 
- connect seperate ribbon cable to X5 connector and to periferial  connector on 
  the main ZS-Scorpion board. 
- keyboard and mouse should be connected as noted in tables 2...5 
 
 
Table 1. System connector of ZS 256      Table 2. PC keyboard connector - X1 
+-------+----------+-------+----------+  +------+-----+-----+---+---+ 
|  Pin  |  Signal  |  Pin  |  Signal  |  | pin  |  1  |  2  | 3 | 4 | 
|  Top  |          |  Bot. |          |  +------+-----+-----+---+---+ 
+-------+----------+-------+----------+  |signal|KBCLK|KBDAT|Vcc|GND| 
|  1A   |    A15   |  1B   |    A14   |  +------+-----+-----+---+---+ 
|  2A   |    A13   |  2B   |    A12   | 
|  3A   |    D7    |  3B   |    +5V   |  Table 3. PC mouse connector - X2 
|  6A   |    D0    |  4B   |    DOS/  |  +------+---+---+---+---+---+ 
|  7A   |    D1    |  9B   |    A0    |  | pin  | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 7 | 
|  8A   |    D2    |  10B  |    A1    |  +------+---+---+---+---+---+ 
|  9A   |    D6    |  11B  |    A2    |  |signal|RxD|TxD|DTR|GND|RTS| 
|  10A  |    D5    |  13B  |  IORQGE  |  +------+---+---+---+---+---+ 
|  11A  |    D3    |  20B  |   RESET  | 
|  12A  |    D4    |  21B  |    A7    |  Table 4. ZX keyboard connector - X5 
|  17A  |   IORQ   |  23B  |    A5    |  +------+---+---+---+---+-----+---+ 
|  18A  |    RD    |  27B  |    A9    |  | pin  | 1 | 3 | 5 | 7 |  8  | 9 | 
|  21A  |   WAIT   |  28B  |    A11   |  +------+---+---+---+---+-----+---+ 
|  26A  |    A8    |  30B  |    GND   |  |signal|Kb0|Kb1|Kb2|Kb3|Magic|Kb4| 
|  27A  |    A10   |  6B   |    GND   |  +------+---+---+---+---+-----+---+ 
|  30A  |    GND   |  7B   |    GND   | 
+-------+----------+-------+----------+  
 
Table 5. Connector for passive (bus) mouse - X6 
+------+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+ 
| pin  | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 
+------+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+ 
|signal|Xa |Xb |Ya |Yb |Km |Kl |Vcc|GND|Kr | 
+------+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+ 
 
Note: Pinout of connector X6 is equal to Commodore-Amiga, 
Atari ST, Create Soft Mouse. 
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1 Assignment 
 
  The controller is intended for connection to computer Scorpion ZS-256 (or to 
any  Spectrum-compatible  computer) Standard IBM-compatible XT or AT keyboards 



and mice of Microsoft or passive. Keyboard layout corresponds(meets) to layout 
for  XT/AT:  latin  <QWERTY> and Russian <+++-+->. The driver supports Russian 
layout for most popular text editors Tasword, TLW2, ZX-WORD, an IS-DOS (choice 
by function keys). Type definition of the keyboard (XT or AT) - automatic. For 
the  mouse  of  Microsoft and the passive mouse the driver will transform data 
formats  to Kempston Mouse format, that allows to use the programs written for 
this  mouse.  Type  definition of the mouse - automatic. Besides both types of 
the  mouse  can  switch  in  the mode of emulation KEMPSTON, CURSOR, SINCLAIR, 
INTERFACE-II  Joysticks  (choice by function keys), is possible AUTOFIRE mode, 
handle  of  Magic button. PAUSE function providing temporary break (WAIT) of a 
computer  is stipulated. Shortcut key <Ctrl+Alt+Del> makes system reset. It is 
constructive  the  controller  it  is fulfilled on a printed circuit card by a 
size  120x68  mm. Consumed by the controller with the keyboard is no more than 
400 ma. 
 
2. Connection of the controller 
 
The controller has 5 plugs: 
X1 - the 5-contact standard plug for the IBM keyboard (table 2); 
X2 - 10 contact flat the plug for connection a Microsoft mouse (table 3);  
X3/X4 - the system 60-contact plug for connection to the system plug of card 
        Scorpion ZS-256 (Table 1);   
X5 - 10-contact flat the plug for connection of the controller to a line given 
     regular ZX-Spectrum keyboard and MAGIC button (table 4); 
X6 - 10-contact flat the plug for the passive mouse (table 5); 
 
  For  connection of the controller to card Scorpion ZS-256 it is necessary: - 
To  connect  "one  for  one"  system  X3/X4  plugs of the controller and cards 
Scorpion  (tab.. 1), - Taking into account, that for convenience of connection 
the  plug of the controller is constructive it develop(unwrap) in the plane on 
180  degrees  in  comparison with Scorpion plug. (the upper and lower sides of 
plugs  correspond(meet)  each other , and indexing is opposite). X3 - contacts 
on the part of details (top), X4 - on the part of editing (bottom). 
 
  At connection of the controller with the help of the ribbon cable its length 
should  not exceed 50 mm. It is the best way to use the expander of the system 
plug  issued  by  the Scorpion company and permitting to connect to the system 
plug up to 3 peripheral cards simultaneously. - to connect a separate train X5 
plug of the controller to the plug of peripherals Scorpion ZS-256 according to 
tab. 4. the keyboard and mice are connected according to tab. 2-5.  
 
  At connection of the controller to other Spectrum-compatible computers it is 
necessary  to  fulfil  a  number  of  the  elementary finishings which concern 
signals IORQGE, WAIT and a DOS. / it is not necessary to do any finishings for 
computers Scorpion ZS256, Scorpion ZS256Turbo +, KAY256!!! 
 
  Signal IORQGE. The output signal of the controller necessary for the locking 
of  call  to  the  input/output  ports  located  on  card  of  a computer. For 
organization of this input in a computer it is necessary: to disconnect output 
20  processors  Z80  from all other circuits(schemes) and to solder in in this 
break  the  resistor 470-620 Ohms, after this finishing IORQ is pin 20 of Z80, 
and signal IORQGE - the end of the resistor opposite to pin 20 of processor. 
 
  Signal  WAIT.  An output signal of the controller. If in your computer there 
are  circuits(schemes),  which  work  out  signal WAIT, That for an outcome of 
internal and external signals is necessary: to disconnect output 24 processors 
from all other circuits (schemes) (except for the system plug!): and to solder 
in  in this break the diode such as KN522, plus to pin 24. Z80, a minus to all 
other circuits(schemes) and also to solder in the resistor from 5 up to 15kOhm 
between  pin  24  of Z80 and +5V. (Attention! The given finishing is necessary 
and  for  Scorpion  ZS-256 TURBO. . The diode must be soldered in break of the 
wire  going  from  output of 19 additional chips TURBO, Placed(installed) on a 
mounting  field,  plus  to  pin  24  of Z80, a minus to pin 19 TURBO. Also the 



resistor is necessary as well. Check before doing this, it can be on your card 
Scorpion  ZS256 TURBO - This finishing is already made!!!). If you have gained 
card Scorpion of release 1996 year - that finishings for it is not necessary. 
 
  Signal  DOS/  .  An  entry  signal of the controller. The signal is used for 
internal decryption and eliminates conflict with ports TR-DOS. The signal DOS/ 
should  show,  what  from  a system ROM is selected at present: a DOS/ = 1 - a 
TR-DOS,  a  DOS  /  = 0 - ZX48/128. Actually this signal is the output of "the 
trigger of a DOS" controller of the drive which is necessary for outputting on 
the  system  plug.  If,  after connection of the controller, on the screen the 
ripples  it is the best way to add blocking capacities on power supply on card 
of  a  computer has appeared or to submit power supply +5+ and the ground on a 
controller card directly from a power supply unit a separate wire.  
 
3.  Operation with the IBM keyboard 
 
  Keys  <F6>...<F12>,  <PrintScreen>, yet are not involved, <Shift> key (left) 
switches registers at input of digits and signs, and also (as against keyboard 
ZX)  registers  lower  case  and  capital  letters. <Esc> key generates <CS/1> 
(EDIT),  and <CapsLock> - <CS/2>. <Shift> key (right) imitates <SS> key in ZX, 
<Ctrl>  -  <CS> key, and <Alt> - generates cursor <E> (<CS/SS>). It enables to 
realize  numerous  commands  specific to everyone editor (for example, CS/SS + 
'Alt   character'   +  'character',  CS/SS+SS/'character'  =Alt  +  Shift  (R) 
//'character '), and for ZX-48 to receive tokens, for example, DEFFN, Graphic, 
ASN  etc.  thus  'character'  is  selected  latin  (  as  it  is  indicated in 
descriptions  of  editors)  without  dependence  from  current layout RUS/LAT. 
However,  if  in  RUS mode the editor demands input of any latin text, that is 
better  for proceeding(passing) to latin layout temporarily. Switching RUS/LAT 
for all layouts it is made by simultaneous pressing <Shift> (left) and <Shift> 
(right)  and  it  is  displayed  by  indicator  <Scroll  Lock>  (only  for  AT 
keyboards),  Thus  for  each  layout  the appropriate command is generated. At 
input  of  some  characters  (for example, underlines in RUS mode) There is an 
automatic  switching RUS/LAT modes or <CapsLock> for the period of input given 
character. On the main numeric keypad at <Shift> (left) and Russian layout the 
following signs are accepted! " / $:.; (). Signs [] {} ~ \ |, available on the 
keyboard  a  PC,  do  not  demand preliminary call of cursor <E> (it, and also 
Simbol  Shift  are  generated  automatically).  Functional  - digital operates 
similarly  to  an IBM PC, switching the functions <NumLock> key. Thus as it is 
accepted  in  a  PC, <Shift> (left) changes the placed values of these keys on 
return. Main cursor keys, and also keys / * - + and <Enter> do not depend from 
<Shift>.  Pause  key  with  trigger  effect  includes  / switches off WAIT the 
central  processing unit that allows to stop the program (at the moment of the 
next   polling   the  keyboard)  or  to  continue  it.  Simultaneous  pressing 
<Ctrl+Scroll_Lock>  imitates  pressing  <MAGI->  button. Simultaneous pressing 
<Ctrl+Alt+Del>  results  in  reset of a computer and the controller. Choice of 
modes of the mouse and the editor is made on the following shortcut keys (keys 
need to be pressed in the indicated sequence): 
 
MOUSE modes:  
<Ctrl+Alt+1> - Kempston-MOUSE  
<Ctrl+Alt+2> - emulate KEMPSTON joystick  
<Ctrl+Alt+3> - emulate CURSOR joystick  
<Ctrl+Alt+4> - emulate SINCLAIR 
<Ctrl+Alt+5> - emulate INTERFACE-II joystick 
<Ctrl+Alt+0> - switching of the left and right mouse buttons.  
 
 Choice of the editor:    
 
<Ctrl+Alt+F1> - editor BASIC128  
<Ctrl+Alt+F2> - editor TLW 2  
<Ctrl+Alt+F3> - editor ZX-WORD  
<Ctrl+Alt+F4> - the editor of IS-DOS  
<Ctrl+Alt+F5> - editor TASWORD of Combination  



<Ctrl+Alt+F6...F9> - will be involved later.  
 
  The  mentioned  below  keys  realize  the  following functions (if they are 
stipulated in the appropriate editor): 
 
<Cursor keys>.........move cursor mark to the left, to the right, up, down; 
<BackSpace>...........deleting of the character on left hand from the cursor; 
<Delete>..............deleting of the character under the cursor; 
<Insert>..............insert/overwrite mode; 
<Home>................move the cursor to the beginning of line 
<End>.................move  the cursor to the end of line; 
<Ctrl/to the left>....on a word to the left; 
<Ctrl/to the right>...on a word to the right; 
<PgUp>................one page up; 
<PgDn>................one page down; 
<Ctrl/PgUp>...........move in the beginning of the text; 
<Ctrl/PgDn>...........move in the end of the text; 
<Tab>.................a tab stops (for ZX-WORD - REPEAT). 
 
  The  combination  <Ctrl+Alt+F10> displays number of the current version of a 
ROM  of  the  controller of the keyboard. Other keys correspond(meet) to their 
denotations.  At  installation of editors (for example, ZX-WORD, an IS-DOS) it 
is  necessary  to  load  <??©???>  russian keyboard map. Before loading of the 
editor  it  is  necessary  to  include  or  switch  off  on  the keyboard a PC 
<CapsLock> depending on what mode is by default accepted for the given editor. 
Up  to  or  after loading it is necessary to provide correspondence RUS/LAT in 
driver  of the controller (by default LAT) and in the editor; for this purpose 
combination  <Shift  (R)/Space>  for  TLW2  and  Esc  for  other editors is if 
necessary  used.  Do  not  overlook  to  select  after  loading the editor the 
appropriate driver <Ctrl/ALT/F1-F5> keys. 
 
  Attention!  During maintenance of the diversified models of keyboards it was 
clarified.  What  is  the types of cheap keyboards of production Taiwan, China 
working bad because of interferences and noices on wire KBCLK (contact of 1 X1 
plug).  It  appears  as  hangup  of  the  keyboard  or  as  "sticky" keys, for 
elimination  of  this lack on wire KBCLK the resistor 430 ohms, the second end 
of  the  resistor  is on-line to +5V, And also between KBCLK and a common wire 
the  capacity  about  300-430  pF  switches  on.  On  controllers issued after 
01.12.96  this finishing is already made. If for you the controller of earlier 
version, and the indicated defect takes place, it is necessary for you to make 
this finishing independently. 
 
4. Operation with the mouse   
 
  At  usage  of the mouse in own programs it is necessary to take into account 
the  following:  -  In  MOUSE  mode  at  moving  the  mouse to output ports of 
coordinates  the  obtained increments are summarized in view of signs (upwards 
and  to  the right - positive, downwards and to the left - negative). Thus the 
port  #FBDF  contains  coordinate  X, and a port #FFDF - Y. In a port #FADF at 
released(let off) left D0=1 button, at pressed - D0=0; for the right button it 
is  similarly  used D1; other bits are equal 1; - in KEMPSTON mode contents of 
indicated  ports  MOUSE do not vary, and in a port #1F Kempston Joystick code, 
The  others  also  emulate  appropriate  ZX  keys, In the mode of emulation of 
joysticks  one  of  buttons  realizes  FIRE  function,  and  another  AUTOFIRE 
function.   Attention!   During   maintenance   of   the   diversified  models 
IBM-compatible,  mice  it  was  clarified,  that  for some types of cheap mice 
production  of  Taiwan,  China, etc. there is not enough power of power supply 
+5+, 4 on contacts 4 and 7 X2 plugs. If you have gained such mouse and you had 
problems  it  is  necessary  for you to submit on these contacts power from an 
additional  source  of  power  7-10v  through the resistor 200-300 ohms. It is 
possible  to  take  advantage  of  a  converter available on a controller card 
forming  power  a  minus  5v,  3  same plugs of an IBM of a mousy submitted on 
contact.  for  this  purpose  it  is  necessary to collect the circuit(scheme) 



similar  to  the circuit(scheme) forming a minus 5v Namely: to take two diodes 
of  type  KD522,  to  connect  their  minuses together, and plus to connect to 
outputs(exits) of the transformer of a converter, in the same points, in which 
diodes  for  the  rectifier  on  a  minus  5v are on-line, the common point of 
additional  diodes  should  200-300ohms be connected through the resistor from 
contact  and 200-300ohms to connect to contacts 4 and 7 plugs of an IBM of the 
mouse  having  disconnected  it is preliminary these contacts from the bus +5v 
the controller.  
 
 5. The further development   
 
  Operation  above  the  software  which  has  been built - in the controller, 
proceeds  In  our  schedules - introduction of additional keyboard layouts and 
their  automatic  choice,  switching  of sort of the joystick emulated a mousy 
without  usage  of an IBM of the keyboard, the mode of soft keys from programs 
of the user (it will be possible only for computer Scorpion ZS 256), handle of 
speed  of  input  and,  certainly, correction of those errors and inaccuracies 
which  will be detected by users in an operating time with the controller With 
all  wishes and remarks to access in the corporation the Scorpion of ph. (812) 
- 298-0653, 251-1262, 172-3117.  
 
----8<--------8<--------8<--------8<--------8<--------8<--------8<--------8<---- 
 
+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
+ Passive mouse                                                  PC mouse    + 
+ +------+     +-------------+       +------------------------+  +------+    + 
+ +  X6  +     ]     IC      +       +    +-------------+     +  +  X2  +    + 
+ +------+     +-------------+       +    +     IC      [     [  +------+    + 
+  1                                 +    +-------------+     +   1          + 
+ +------+     +-------------+       +------------------------+      +-----+ + 
+ +  X5  +     ]     IC      +                                       +     + + 
+ +------+     +-------------+                                       +     + + 
+  1  ZX Keyboard                                                    +-----+ + 
+       +==+        +--------+                                               + 
+ +==+  +  +        ]   IC   +        +-----------------------------+   +----+ 
+ +  +  +  +        +--------+        +         +----------------+  +   +    + 
+ +  +  +IC+                          ]         ]       IC       +  +   + X1 + 
+ +IC+  +  +    +--------------+      +         +----------------+  +   +    + 
+ +  +  +  +    ]      IC      +      +-----------------------------+   +----+ 
+ +  +  +--+    +--------------+                                             + 
+ +--+                                                                       + 
+                                                                            + 
+ PC keyboard and mouse controller for ZS-Scorpion 256                       + 
+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
              +                                                + 
              +            X3 (top) / X4 (bottom)              + 
              + 1                                           30 + 
              +------------------------------------------------+ 
 
----8<--------8<--------8<--------8<--------8<--------8<--------8<--------8<---- 
 
Table 1. System connector of ZS 256      Table 2. PC keyboard connector - X1 
+-------------------------------------+  +--------------------------+ 
+  Pin  +  Signal  +  Pin  +  Signal  +  + pin  +  1  +  2  + 3 + 4 + 
+  Top  +          +  Bot. +          +  +------+-----+-----+---+---+ 
+-------+----------+-------+----------+  +signal+KBCLK+KBDAT+Vcc+GND+ 
+  1A   +    A15   +  1B   +    A14   +  +--------------------------+ 
+  2A   +    A13   +  2B   +    A12   + 
+  3A   +    D7    +  3B   +    +5V   +  Table 3. PC mouse connector - X2 
+  6A   +    D0    +  4B   +    DOS/  +  +--------------------------+ 
+  7A   +    D1    +  9B   +    A0    +  + pin  + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 7 + 
+  8A   +    D2    +  10B  +    A1    +  +------+---+---+---+---+---+ 
+  9A   +    D6    +  11B  +    A2    +  +signal+RxD+TxD+DTR+GND+RTS+ 



+  10A  +    D5    +  13B  +  IORQGE  +  +--------------------------+ 
+  11A  +    D3    +  20B  +   RESET  + 
+  12A  +    D4    +  21B  +    A7    +  Table 4. ZX keyboard connector - X5 
+  17A  +   IORQ   +  23B  +    A5    +  +--------------------------------+ 
+  18A  +    RD    +  27B  +    A9    +  + pin  + 1 + 3 + 5 + 7 +  8  + 9 + 
+  21A  +   WAIT   +  28B  +    A11   +  +------+---+---+---+---+-----+---+ 
+  26A  +    A8    +  30B  +    GND   +  +signal+Kb0+Kb1+Kb2+Kb3+Magic+Kb4+ 
+  27A  +    A10   +  6B   +    GND   +  +--------------------------------+ 
+  30A  +    GND   +  7B   +    GND   + 
+-------------------------------------+ 
 
Table 5. Connector for passive (bus) mouse - X6 
+------------------------------------------+ 
+ pin  + 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 9 + 
+------+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+ 
+signal+Xa +Xb +Ya +Yb +Km +Kl +Vcc+GND+Kr + 
+------------------------------------------+ 
 
Note: Pinout of connector X6 is equal to Commodore-Amiga, 
Atari ST, Create Soft Mouse. 


